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RINGS OF ALMOST UNIT STABLE RANK 1

I. S. Vasyunyk and B. V. Zabavs’kyi UDC 512.552.12

We introduce the notion of a ring of almost unit stable rank 1 as a generalization of the notion of a ring
of unit stable rank 1. We prove that a ring of almost unit stable rank 1 with nonzero Jacobson radical is a
ring of unit stable rank 1 and is a 2-good ring. We introduce the notion of almost 2-good ring and show
that an adequate domain is an almost 2-good ring.

The stable rank is one of the main invariants of the K-theory. This notion was introduced by Bass [1] and
is extensively used in ring theory, in particular, in problems of diagonal reduction of matrices [2, 3]. A number
of generalizations of the notion of stable rank was also proposed, among which is the notion of unit stable rank
[2]. This notion plays a very important role in the algebraic K-theory. In particular, it was shown that K1.R/ Š

U.R/=V.R/ [4]. In the present paper, by analogy with [5], we introduce the notions of almost unit stable rank 1
and almost 2-good ring. We establish the existence of such rings and their relationship with different classes of
rings, in particular, with adequate rings.

In what follows, a ring R is understood as a commutative ring with nonzero unit. Let J.R/ denote the
Jacobson radical and let U.R/ denote the group of units of a ring.

An element a of a ring R is called adequate if, for any element b of R; the element a can be represented
in the form a D r � s; where rR C bR D R and, for any noninvertible divisor s0 of the element s; one has
s0R C bR ¤ R: The invertible elements of the ring R can be regarded as an obvious example of adequate
elements [7].

Recall that if an arbitrary finite-dimensional ideal of a ring is principal, then this ring is called a Bézout ring.
A commutative Bézout ring in which an arbitrary nonzero element is adequate is called an adequate ring [7, 9].
The commutative domains of principal ideals are an obvious example of an adequate ring. A ring R is called a
clean ring if, for an arbitrary element x of the ring R; there exist an invertible element u 2 R and an idempotent
e 2 R such that x D uC e [9]. A ring R is called an exchange ring if, for an arbitrary element a 2 R; there
exists an idempotent e such that e 2 aR and 1 � e 2 .1 � a/R [5].

Definition 1. We say that R is a ring of idempotent stable rank 1 if the condition aRCbR D R for arbitrary
elements a; b 2 R yields the existence of an idempotent e 2 R such that aC be 2 U.R/ [9].

The following statement is true:

Theorem 1 [8, 9]. For a commutative ring R; the following conditions are equivalent:

(i) R is a clean ring;

(ii) R is an exchange ring;

(iii) R is a ring of idempotent stable rank 1.
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Definition 2 [4]. We say that R is a ring of unit stable rank 1 if the condition aR C bR D R for arbitrary
elements a; b 2 R yields the existence of an invertible element u 2 R such that aC bu 2 U.R/:

Definition 3 [11]. We say that R is a 2-good ring if an arbitrary element of R is the sum of two invertible
elements.

First, we prove a result concerning commutative Bézout domains.

Proposition 1. Let R be a commutative Bézout domain, let a be a nonzero noninvertible element of R;
and let b be an element of R such that aR C bR D R: Then the image of the element b under the canonical
imbedding R ! R=aR is an invertible element. If aR C bR ¤ R; then the image of the element b under the
canonical imbedding R ! R=aR is a zero divisor. Moreover, Q.R=aR/ D R=aR; where Q.R=aR/ is the
quotient ring of R=aR:

Proof. Indeed, if aR C bR D R; then there exist elements u; v 2 R such that auC bv D 1: This yields
b � v D 1; where b and v are the homomorphic images of the elements b and v under the canonical imbedding
R ! R=aR: Note that if b � v D 1 in R=aR; then, obviously, aR C bR D R; where b is the preimage of the
element b 2 R=aR under the canonical imbedding R! R=aR:

If aR C bR D dR ¤ R; then there exist elements u; v; a0; b0 2 R such that au C bv D d; a D da0;

and b D db0: This implies that b � a0 D 0; and, furthermore, a0 ¤ 0: The fact that Q.R=aR/ D R=aR is an
obvious corollary of the arguments presented above.

The proposition is proved.

Theorem 2. Let R be a commutative Bézout domain and let a be an adequate element of the domain R

such that 2RC aR D R: Then the quotient ring R=aR is a 2-good ring.

Proof. First, we show that R=aR is a clean ring. For this purpose, according to Theorem 1, it suffices to
show that R=aR is a ring of idempotent stable rank 1. Denote R D R=aR: Let bR C cR D R for arbitrary
elements b; c 2 R: Then aRCbRCcR D R; where b and c are the preimages of the elements b; c 2 R under
the canonical imbedding R ! R=aR: Since a is an adequate element of the domain R; there exist elements
r; s 2 R such that a D r � s; where rR C bR D R and s0R C bR ¤ R for an arbitrary noninvertible divisor s0

of the element s: Further, since rRC sR D R; there exist elements u; v 2 R such that ruC sv D 1: We have

.ru/2 � ru D ru.ru � 1/ D ru.�sv/ D �rsuv D a.�uv/ 2 aR:

Therefore, the image of the element ru under the canonical imbedding R! R is an idempotent.
Let us prove that aRC .bC cru/R D R: Assume that aRC .bC cru/R D hR ¤ R: Since hja; we have

hR C rR D tR ¤ R or hR C sR D ˛R ¤ R: Let hR C rR D tR ¤ R: Since hj.b C cru/; we get hjb;
which is impossible because rR C bR D R: If hR C sR D ˛R ¤ R; then, according to the definition of the
adequacy of an element a; we have ˛R C bR D kR ¤ R; whence kjcru: Since sv C ru D 1 and kR � sR;

we get kjc; which is impossible because aRC bRC cR D R: Thus, aRC .b C cur/R D R; i.e., R is a ring
of idempotent stable rank 1, and, hence, R is a clean ring. Since 2RC aR D R; we can conclude that, by virtue
of Proposition 1, 2 is an invertible element in R; and, according to [10], R is a 2-good ring.

Definition 4. We say that an element a of a ring R is an element of almost unit stable rank 1 if the quotient
ring R=aR is a ring of unit stable rank 1.

First, we give an equivalent definition of an element of almost unit stable rank 1.
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Proposition 2. Let a be an element of almost unit stable rank 1. If aR C bR C cR D R; then there exists
an element y 2 R such that aRC .b C cy/R D R and yRC aR D R:

Proof. Let R D R=aR: For an arbitrary x 2 R; we denote x D xCaR: Since bRCcR D R; there exists
y 2 R such that .b C cy/R D R and y 2 U.R/: Since R D R=aR; it follows from the condition y 2 U.R/

that yRCaR D R: Let us show that aRC .bCcy/R D R: Indeed, if this is not true, then there exists a maximal
ideal M of the ring R for which aRC .bC cy/R �M; which is impossible because M=aR is a maximal ideal
in R and .b C cy/R D R: Thus, aRC .b C cy/R D R and yRC aR D R:

The proposition is proved.

Proposition 3. Let a be an element of a ring R such that, for arbitrary elements b; c 2 R such that
aRC bRC cR D R; there exists an element y 2 R for which aRC .bC cy/R D R and yRC aR D R: Then
the element a is an element of almost unit stable rank 1.

Proof. Let R D R=aR and bR C cR D R: It is obvious that aR C bR C cR D R: According to the
restrictions imposed on the element a; there exists an element y 2 R such that .b C cy/R D R and y 2 U.R/;
i.e., the element a is an element of almost unit stable rank 1.

We say that R is a ring of almost unit stable rank 1 if an arbitrary nonzero noninvertible element of R is an
element of almost unit stable rank 1.

Proposition 4. Let R be a commutative Bézout ring of unit stable rank 1. Then R is a ring of almost unit
stable rank 1.

Proof. Assume that a 2 R; a ¤ 0; a … U.R/; and b and c are elements of the ring R such that
aR C bR C cR D R: Since R is a Bézout ring, we have bR C cR D dR for a certain element d 2 R:
Therefore, b D db0; c D dc0; and bu C cv D d for certain elements b0; c0; u; v 2 R: This implies that
b0uC c0vC ˛ D 1 for a certain element ˛ such that d˛ D 0: Since R is a ring of unit stable rank 1, there exist
an invertible element u 2 U.R/ and elements x; y 2 R such that .b0 C ˛x/C .c0 C ˛y/u D w 2 U.R/: Let
b0C˛x D b1 and c0C˛y D c1: Since d˛ D 0; we have db1 D b and dc1 D c: Thus, for elements b; c 2 R;
we have determined elements b1; c1 2 R and invertible elements u and w such that cRC bR D dR; b D db1;

c D dc1; db1w
�1C dc1uw

�1 D d; and b1C c1u D w: Since aRC bRC cR D R; we have dRC aR D R:
Furthermore, .bCcu/RCaR D R; where uRCaR D R because u 2 U.R/: Thus, according to Proposition 2,
we have proved that a is an element of almost unit stable rank 1. Since a is a nonzero noninvertible element of R;
this means that R is a ring of almost unit stable rank 1.

The proposition is proved.

It turns out that if the Jacobson radical is a nonzero ring of almost unit stable rank 1, then this ring is, in fact,
a ring of unit stable rank 1.

Theorem 3. Let R be a ring of almost unit stable rank 1 with nonzero Jacobson radical J.R/: Then R is
a ring of unit stable rank 1.

Proof. We show that R is a ring of unit stable rank 1. Let bR C cR D R and a 2 J.R/ n .0/: According
to Proposition 3, there exists an element u 2 R such that aR C .b C cu/R D R and uR C aR D R: Since
a 2 J.R/f0g and aRCuR D R; we have u 2 U.R/: Further, since aRC .bC cu/R D R and a 2 J.R/n .0/;
we get .b C cu/R D R; which implies that R is a ring of unit stable rank 1.

The theorem is proved.

Note that u 2 U.R/ if and only if u 2 U.R=J.R//; where u D uC J.R/:
As a corollary of Theorem 3, we obtain the following result:
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Theorem 4. A ring R is a ring of almost unit stable rank 1 if and only if R=J.R/ is a ring of almost unit
stable rank 1.

It turns out that a ring of almost unit stable rank 1 with nonzero Jacobson radical is closely related to a 2-good
ring, i.e., the following statement is true:

Theorem 5. Let R be a ring of almost unit stable rank 1 with nonzero Jacobson radical. Then R is a 2-good
ring.

Proof. By virtue of Theorem 3, R is a ring of unit stable rank 1. Then, for an arbitrary element a 2 R; we
consider the relation aRC .�1/R D R: Since R is a ring of unit stable rank 1, there exists an element u 2 U.R/
such that a � u D w 2 U.R/: This implies that a D w C u; which was to be proved.

The theorem is proved.

By analogy with a ring of almost unit stable rank 1, we can introduce almost 2-good rings.

Definition 5. A ring R is called an almost 2-good ring if, for an arbitrary nonzero noninvertible element
a 2 R such that 2RC aR D R; the ring R=aR is a 2-good ring.

According to Theorem 2, an adequate domain is an obvious example of an almost 2-good ring, i.e., the fol-
lowing statement is true:

Theorem 6. An adequate domain is an almost 2-good ring.
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